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Abstract
Let k be an infinite field. We fully describe when the unit group of a semigroup algebra k[S] of a
semigroup S generated by finitely many periodic elements satisfies a group identity. This and some
other recent results are proved by first showing that semiprime k-algebras generated by units are
necessarily reduced whenever their unit group satisfies a group identity.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
The unit group U(R) of a ring R with unity 1 is said to satisfy a group identity (we
call R a GI-ring for short) if there exists a non-trivial word w(x1, . . . , xn) in the free group
generated by x1, . . . , xn such that w(u1, . . . , un) = 1 for all u1, . . . , un ∈ U(R).
We start with a brief overview of some recent results on this topic. As a consequence of
a more general result, Valitskas in [23] proved that if A is an algebra over an infinite field
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Hartley (see [22, Problem 52]) conjectured that if the unit group U(k[G]) of the group
algebra k[G] of a periodic group G over a field k satisfies a group identity, then k[G]
satisfies a polynomial identity. An affirmative answer was proved in [5,6,12] and a char-
acterization of a group algebra k[G] of a periodic group G being a GI-ring was given in
[15,20]. When k is an infinite field of characteristic p  0 and G a periodic group, the
result of Passman [20] says that k[G] satisfies a group identity if and only if G contains
a normal p-abelian subgroup H of finite index (i.e., k[G] satisfies a polynomial identity)
and the commutator subgroup G′ is a p-group of bounded exponent. Recall that a group is
p-abelian if its commutator subgroup is a finite p-group.
A natural generalization of Hartley’s conjecture was then also proved for other algebras,
such as twisted group algebras [13], locally finite algebras [16] and group algebras of
arbitrary groups [7,8]. Also a classification of certain other GI-rings has been obtained [3,
7,8,15,20].
In recent papers [2,3,14,16,17] one then studied the algebraic structure of GI-rings.
In [3] it was proved that the indices of nilpotent elements of a semiprime GI-ring R are
bounded by a constant depending on the group identity. Furthermore, it was shown that nil
subsemigroups of an arbitrary GI-ring R are nilpotent modulo the sum of nilpotent ideals
of R (see Proposition 1.1).
The latter result is the starting point of the investigations in this article. First we prove
that if A is a semiprime GI-algebra over an infinite commutative domain D (consisting of
non-zero divisors in A) so that A is generated as a D-algebra by U(A), then A is a reduced
ring. Hence A is a subdirect product of domains. This result generalizes recent results
obtained in [11,16] and as an application we also obtain an easier proof of a result obtained
in [8] on GI-group algebras of arbitrary groups over an infinite field. The result on reduced
rings is an important tool in proving the main result of this article: a characterization of
GI-semigroup algebras k[S] over infinite fields k and semigroups S generated by periodic
elements. In particular, it follows that such semigroups are locally finite and again Hartley’s
conjecture has a positive answer in this more general setting. An example of Liu in [14]
shows that for non-periodic semigroups the latter no longer holds.
1. Preliminaries
The sum of all nilpotent ideals of a ring R, i.e., the nilpotent radical, we denote by
N (R), the prime radical (or Baer radical) of R is denoted by B(R) and the Jacobson
radical we denote by J (R).
We begin by recalling a result that is an analogue for GI-rings of Amitsur’s theorem for
rings which satisfy a polynomial identity [1].
Proposition 1.1 [2]. If R is a GI-ring, then any nil subsemigroup B of R is locally nilpotent.
Furthermore, Bd ⊆ N (R) for some positive integer d determined by the group identity
of U(R).
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Proposition 1.2. Let D be an infinite commutative domain and A a D-algebra so that no
element of D is a zero divisor in A.
(1) If A is a GI-ring, then the nilpotent elements form a (locally nilpotent) subring.
(2) If A is a semiprime GI-ring, then every idempotent of D−1A is central.
The following result is essential in solving our problem for semigroup algebras.
Theorem 1.3. Let D be an infinite commutative domain and A a D-algebra which is
generated by U(A) and no element of D is a zero divisor in A. If U(A) satisfies a group
identity, then A/B(A) is reduced and B(A)d ⊆N (A) for some positive integer d .
Proof. Because of Proposition 1.2, we know that the set N of all nilpotent elements of A
is a nil subring. Proposition 1.1 gives that Nd ⊆N (A) for some positive integer d . Now,
for any u ∈ U(A) and n ∈ N ,
(nu)d = n(unu−1)(u2nu−2) · · · (ud−1nu−(d−1))ud.
Since of course unu−1 ∈ N , we have that (nu)du−d ∈ Nd ⊆N (A). AsN (A) is a nil ideal
it contains (nu)d which is therefore a nilpotent element. Thus nu ∈ N and similarly also
un ∈ N . Hence U(A)NU(A) ⊆ N . Since by assumption A is generated by U(A), it follows
that N is an ideal of A with Nd ⊆ N (A) ⊆ B(A). Hence N ⊆ B(A), so B(A) = N and
thus A/B(A) is reduced. 
Note that the assumption that A is generated by U(A) cannot be removed in the above
theorem, i.e., not all semiprime GI-algebras (over an infinite field) are reduced, as shown
in [14, Lemma 4.1].
It is well known [10] that a reduced ring is a subdirect product of domains. Hence, as an
immediate application of Theorem 1.3, we obtain the first part of the following corollary,
which generalizes some recent results.
Corollary 1.4 [11,14,16,17]. Let D be an infinite commutative domain and A a D-algebra
so that U(A) satisfies a group identity.
(1) If A is semiprime such that A is generated by U(A) and no element of D is a zero
divisor in A, then A is a subdirect product of domains.
Furthermore, if A is prime, then A is a domain.
(2) If D is a field and A is algebraic over D, then the D-algebra A satisfies a polynomial
identity and A/B(A) is commutative.
Proof. As said above, the first part of 1. follows immediately from Theorem 1.3. Further-
more, if a reduced ring is prime, then it is a domain.
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of domains. Now homomorphic images of algebraic algebras are algebraic. Recall that a
domain that is algebraic over a field k, is a division algebra. Then Amitsur’s result [1,
Theorem 19], which says that a GI-division algebra is commutative, gives that A/B(A)
is commutative. That A satisfies a polynomial identity now follows from Valitskas’ theo-
rem. 
We finish this section with a few remarks.
Remark. In [5, Lemma 2 and Corollary 3] it is shown that one does not necessarily need
that A is an algebra over an infinite domain in Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.3. Both re-
sults remain valid if one considers the larger class of algebras A over commutative domains
consisting of non-zero divisors in A such that
a2 = bc = 0 implies that bac = 0,
for all a, b, c ∈ A. We then have the following result obtained in [11,17].
Corollary 1.5. Let k be a field and let A be a k-algebra such that A is generated by U(A).
Suppose A satisfies the condition that a2 = bc = 0 implies that bac = 0, for all a, b, c ∈ A.
If A is a prime GI-ring, then A is a domain or, in case k is finite, A is a matrix ring over
a finite field.
Proof. The first part follows from Corollary 1.4(1) and the above remark. The second part
is proved following the lines of Case 2 in [11, Theorem 1.1]. 
2. Group algebras
In [8] the authors considered in particular Hartley’s conjecture for group algebras k[G]
of arbitrary groups G over an infinite field k. We now prove this result in a shorter manner
as an application of Theorem 1.3 and the earlier mentioned characterization of Passman on
GI-group algebras of periodic groups over an infinite field. We note that in [8] the authors
also dealt with the case that k is finite and G has an element of infinite order.
We recall some notation. Let k be an infinite field of characteristic p  0 and G a group.
The subset consisting of the periodic elements of G is denoted by T (G), while Tp(G)
denotes the subset consisting of the elements of order a power of p. In case G is periodic,
we write Gp instead of Tp(G). The finite conjugacy centre ∆(G) of G is the characteristic
subgroup of G consisting of all elements g with finitely many conjugates. It is well known
that T (∆(G)) = ∆+(G) is a characteristic subgroup of G which contains the commutator
subgroup of ∆(G). By ∆p(G) we denote the characteristic subgroup of ∆+(G) generated
by its p-elements.
Lemma 2.1. Let k be an infinite field of characteristic p  0 and G a group. If U(k[G])
satisfies a group identity, then
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p-subgroups of G.
(2) N (k[G]) = ω(G,∆p(G)), the augmentation ideal in k[G] determined by ∆p(G).
(3) If furthermore Tp(G) = {1}, then every periodic cyclic subgroup of G is normal.
Proof. If g1, g2 ∈ Tp(G), then 1 − g1 and 1 − g2 are nilpotent and belong to B(k[G]) by
Theorem 1.3. It follows that (1 − g1)g2 + (1 − g2) = 1 − g1g2 is nilpotent. Hence, by [19,
Lemma 3.16] it follows that g1g2 is a p-element.
From [19, Theorem 8.1.9] we know that N (k[G]) = J (k[∆p(G)])k[G]. As
J (∆p(G)) = ω(∆p(G)), the augmentation ideal of k[∆p(G)], the second part is obvi-
ous.
For the third part, assume Tp(G) = {1}. Hence by [19, Theorem 4.2.13] k[G] is semi-
prime and thus reduced by Corollary 1.4. Let g ∈ T (G) be an element of order n. Then,
for any h ∈ G, gˆh(1 − g) is nilpotent, where gˆ = ∑n−1i=0 gi . So gˆh(1 − g) = 0. Hence
hgh−1 ∈ 〈g〉 and thus 〈g〉 is normal. Hence every periodic cyclic subgroup of G is normal
in G. 
We now reprove a recent result of Giambruno, Sehgal, and Valenti [8, Theorem 5.5] and
we also obtain some additional information on the description of Tp(G). The third part is
Passman’s theorem.
Corollary 2.2. Let k be an infinite field of characteristic p  0 and let G be a group. If
U(k[G]) satisfies a group identity, then
(1) Tp(G) is a p-group and T (G) is a normal subgroup of G.
(2) B(k[G])= ω(G,Tp(G)) and Tp(G)/∆p(G) = ∆p(G/∆p(G)). Also T (G)/Tp(G) is
abelian.
(3) T (G) has a normal p-abelian subgroup of finite index and the commutator subgroup
T (G)′ is a p-group of bounded exponent (Passman).
If G also is generated by periodic elements, then G is locally finite and k[G]/B(k[G]) is
abelian.
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 it follows that Tp(G) is a p-subgroup of G, thus Tp(G/Tp(G)) =
{1}. Again by Lemma 2.1, all cyclic subgroups of T (G/Tp(G)) are normal and then also
T (G) is a group. Therefore we have that T (G/Tp(G)) is a locally finite abelian or an
Hamiltonian group.
Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 2.1 give that k[G]/B(k[G]) is reduced and that
B(k[G])/N (k[G])= B(k[G])/ω(G,∆p(G))= B(k[G/∆p(G)])
is nilpotent. Thus, again by Lemma 2.1,
B(k[G])/N (k[G])=N (k[G/∆p(G)])= ω(G/∆p(G),∆p(G/∆p(G))).
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onto G/∆p(G). Then B(k[G]) = ω(G, I) and k[G]/B(k[G] = k[G/I ] is reduced. Hence
I = Tp(G) and Tp(G)/∆p(G) = ∆p(G/∆p(G)).
Furthermore, since k[T (G/Tp(G))] is a semiprime GI-ring, Proposition 1.2 implies
that all its idempotents are central. If T (G/Tp(G)) is Hamiltonian (and thus p = 2), then
k[T (G/Tp(G))] contains H(k) as a subring. If H(k) is non-split, then by [9, Lemma 2]
H(k) contains a free group of rank 2, what contradicts the fact that k[T (G/Tp(G))] is a
GI-ring. If H(k) is split, then it is isomorphic to M2(k) (as p = 2). Now in M2(k) not all
idempotents are central, a contradiction. This proves part (1) and (2).
Part (3) is Passman’s theorem stated in the introduction. This finishes the proof. 
3. Semigroup algebras
Let k be an infinite field and S an arbitrary semigroup. By S1 we denote the monoid
obtained by adjoining a unity to S. For I an ideal of S, let S/I be the (Rees) factor semi-
group, that is, S/I may be identified with the set (S \ I)∪ {θ} subject to the multiplication
of S but so that when st ∈ I the product is set equal to θ which is a zero element. Recall
that an ideal I of a semigroup with zero θ is said to be power nilpotent if In = {θ} for some
positive integer n.
The principal ideal S1sS1 of S generated by s in S is denoted by Js , while the subset
of Js , consisting of non-generators of Js as an ideal of S, is denoted by Is . The Rees factor
Ss = Js/Is is called the principal factor of S determined by s and the set Js \ Is is called
the J -class of s in S.
Let G be a group and I,M be non-empty sets. Let P = (pmi) be a M × I matrix with
entries from G0, which is the group G with a zero θ adjoined. For g ∈ G0, write (g)im,
i ∈ I,m ∈ M for the I ×M matrix with (i,m)-entry g and all other entries θ. All matrices
(θ)im are identified and it is called the zero matrix. These elements form a semigroup
M0(G, I,M,P) with multiplication AB = A ◦P ◦B where A,B ∈M0(G, I,M,P) and
◦ denotes ordinary multiplication of matrices. The matrix P is called the sandwich matrix
and we say thatM0(G, I,M,P) is a (Rees) matrix semigroup. The matrix P is regular if it
has at least one non-zero entry in every row and column. The non-zero idempotents of the
matrix semigroup M0(G, I,M,P) are precisely the elements e = (p−1ji )ij with pji = θ
[18, Lemma 1.4]. If we denote by Sij the set Sij = {(g)ij | g ∈ G0, pji = θ}, then all the
Sij \{θ} together with {θ} and pji = θ are the maximal subgroups of S =M0(G, I,M,P).
In fact, eSe ∼= Sij , with e = (p−1ij )ij .
A matrix semigroupM0(G, I,M,P) with regular sandwich matrix P is called a com-
pletely 0-simple semigroup. The principal factors of a periodic semigroup are completely
0-simple or null semigroups, i.e., a semigroup of cardinality 2 with zero multiplication.
A semigroup is called regular if it satisfies the Von Neumann regularity condition, i.e.,
for any s ∈ S, there exists x ∈ S such that sxs = s. A semigroup is said to be inverse if it
is regular and the idempotents of S commute. An inverse semigroup S which is a union of
groups is called a semilattice of groups [4, p. 129].
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reader to [4] for other results in semigroup theory.
We now come to the main goal of this article: characterize when the unit group of a
semigroup algebra k[S], of a semigroup S generated by periodic elements, satisfies a group
identity. Of course, we assume that k[S] has a unity 1 (further details on this topic can be
found in [21]). Again we obtain a connection between group identities and polynomial
identities. In particular, we show that Hartley’s Conjecture has a positive answer in this
more general setting.
Theorem 3.1. Let k be an infinite field of characteristic p  0 and let S be a semigroup
generated by periodic elements such that k[S] has a unity 1. If U(k[S]) satisfies a group
identity, then
(1) k[S] satisfies a polynomial identity and k[S]/B(k[S]) is abelian.
(2) S is locally finite.
(3) If Ss is a completely 0-simple principal factor of S, then
(a) its maximal subgroups G are periodic groups which have a normal p-abelian
subgroup of finite index and G′ is a p-group of bounded exponent, and
(b) all entries of the sandwich matrix may be chosen in Gp .
If S is generated by finitely many periodic elements, then U(k[S]) satisfies a group identity
if and only if S is finite and if Ss is a completely 0-simple principal factor, then its maximal
subgroups G are p-abelian and the entries of the sandwich matrix may be chosen in Gp .
Proof. Since S is generated by periodic elements we note that k[S] and all its homomor-
phic images are generated by units. Assume that U(k[S]) satisfies a group identity. Since
k is an infinite field, Valitskas’ theorem gives that B(k[S]) satisfies a polynomial identity.
Hence to prove that k[S] satisfies a polynomial it is sufficient to show that
k[S] = k[S]/B(k[S])
satisfies a polynomial identity. Because of Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 we know that
k[S] is reduced and all its idempotents are central.
We denote by r the natural image of r ∈ k[S] in k[S]. Let s ∈ S be a periodic generator
of S, then 〈s〉 contains an idempotent, say e = sn. Furthermore, 〈s〉e is a subgroup of 〈s〉.
Since e is central in k[S] we get that
(
s(1 − e))n = sn(1 − e)n = sn(1 − e) = e(1 − e) = 0.
Hence, because k[S] is reduced, s = se. Thus 〈s〉 = 〈s, s2, . . . , sn = e〉. So 〈s〉 is a (cyclic)
group. Now es is in a subgroup of 〈s〉 and thus es is in a maximal subgroup G of S with
idempotent e. It follows that the semigroup S is generated by the groups G, where G runs
through all the maximal subgroups of S. Clearly the idempotents of S ⊆ k[S] are central,
and thus S is a semilattice of all the groups G. Note that also G is generated by periodic
elements.
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we have (sx, tx) ∈ ρ and (xs, xt) ∈ ρ whenever (s, t) ∈ ρ. Let ρB be the congruence on S
determined by the prime radical B(k[S]), i.e.,
S/ρB ∼= S.
Then I (ρB), the ideal generated by the set {s − t | s, t ∈ S, (s, t) ∈ ρB}, is contained in
B(k[S]) and the semigroup algebra k[S] is isomorphic with k[S]/I (ρB). Since k[S] is a
GI-ring and because I (ρB) is a nil ideal, we get that k[S] is a GI-ring as well. Let G be
a maximal subgroup of S with identity e. As k(1 − e) + k[G] is a subalgebra of k[S] we
obtain that k(1 − e) + k[G], and thus also k[G] is a GI-ring. Hence by Corollary 2.2, G is
periodic and G′ is a p-group. Thus ω(G,G′) is a nil ideal contained in B(k[S]). Now
we have an epimorphism of k[S] onto k[S], which itself can be mapped onto k[S]. Thus
B(k[S]) is mapped onto B(k[S]) = {0} and hence ω(G,G′) ⊆ I (ρB). So G is abelian for
any maximal subgroup G of S.
We can conclude that S is a semilattice of periodic abelian groups G, therefore S is
abelian. Consequently, k[S] and thus k[S] are abelian. Hence k[S] satisfies a polynomial
identity and part (1) of the result is proved.
Note that because S is abelian and generated by periodic elements it also follows that
S is locally finite. Consequently, k[S] and thus k[S] are locally finite, hence algebraic.
Since B(k[S]) is nil, thus algebraic, it follows then also that k[S] is an algebraic algebra
which satisfies a polynomial identity. Consequently, by a theorem of Kaplansky [24, Corol-
lary 5.1.2], k[S] is locally finite. In particular S is locally finite, all maximal subgroups are
periodic and the principal factors of S are null or completely 0-simple, which proves (2).
To prove parts (3a) and (3b), let s ∈ S be such that Ss is a completely 0-simple princi-
pal factor M0(G, I,M,P) of S, where G is a maximal subgroup of S (with identity e).
Sometimes we abuse notation and identify the non-zero elements of Ss with elements of S,
that is, we identify the non-zero elements of Ss = Js/Is with the elements of Js \ Is .
Now k[S] is mapped onto the contracted semigroup algebra k0[S/Is ] and thus B(k[S])
is mapped onto B(k0[S/Is ]). As the prime radical is hereditary and because Ss is an ideal
of S/Is we have that
B(k0[Ss ]
)= k0[Ss ] ∩B
(
k0[S/Is ]
)
.
We now investigate the sandwich matrix P . Let f = (p−1ji )ij be a non-zero idempotent
of Ss , then f is a non-zero central idempotent in k[S]. Thus for all 0 = t = (g)ml ∈ Ss
we have that tf − f t ∈ B(k[S]) and thus (considering in a natural way tf − f t ∈ k0[S] ∩
k0[Ss ], tf − f t is in B(k0[S/Is ])) also tf − f t ∈ B(k0[Ss]). Now in k0[Ss],
tf − f t = (gplip−1ji
)
mj
− (p−1ji pjmg
)
il
.
If there exists l such that pli = 0, then taking m = i , we get that
−(g)il ∈ B
(
k0[Ss ]
)
.
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B(k0[Ss ]). This is impossible, since B(k0[Ss ]) is a nil ideal and Ss contains the non-zero
idempotent f . So for all l, we have that pli = 0. Because P is regular, we obtain that P
has all its entries non-zero.
Next we show that we may assume that all entries of P belong to Gp , which is a p-
group by Corollary 2.2. For this we first notice that we may normalize P in such a manner
that every entry of its first row and column equals e [4, p. 95]. Since S is a semilattice of
abelian groups its J -classes are those abelian groups (see [4, pp. 126–127]). Hence, as a
set, the completely 0-simple principal factors of S are mapped onto an abelian group in S.
Hence for any l, the J -equivalent elements (e)11, (e)1l ∈ Ss ⊆ S are mapped onto the same
idempotent. Consequently, (e)11 − (e)1l ∈ B(k[S]) and thus
(e)11 − (e)1l ∈ B
(
k0[Ss]
)
.
Therefore, for any i, j , the following element belongs to B(k0[Ss ]):
(e)11
(
(e)11 − (e)1l
)(
p−1ji
)
ij
= ((e)11 − (e)1l
)(
p−1ji
)
ij
= (p−1ji
)
1j −
(
plip
−1
ji
)
1j
= ((e − pli)p−1ji
)
1j .
Since pj1 = e, we have that the algebra generated by all elements (g)1j with g ∈ G is
isomorphic with the group algebra k[G]. Hence [18, Lemma 21.11] says that
k0[Ss]B
(
k0[Ss]
)
k0[Ss] ⊆
∑
i∈I,m∈M
(B(k[G]))
im
.
We thus obtain that (e − pli)p−1ji ∈ B(k[G]) and thus also e − pli ∈ B(k[G]). Since k[S]
and thus also k[G] is a GI-ring, we hence obtain from Corollary 2.2 that G has a normal
p-abelian subgroup of finite index and G′ is a p-group of bounded exponent. Also we get
that e − pli ∈ ω(G,Gp) and thus each
pli ∈ Gp,
as desired. This finishes the proof of parts (3a) and (3b).
To prove the remaining part of the result, let S be generated by finitely many periodic
elements. From the above we know that if U(k[S]) satisfies a group identity, then S must
be finite. Therefore S has a principal series with principal factors either null semigroups or
completely 0-simple semigroups. From part (3) we know that the maximal subgroups and
the sandwich matrices satisfy the required conditions.
For the converse, since S is finite we know [4] that it has an ideal series
S = S1 ⊃ S2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Sn ⊃ {θ} = Sn+1
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out loss of generality we may assume that S has a zero θ ). Since k[S] ∼= k0[S] × kθ , it is
sufficient to prove that k0[S] is a GI-ring. Hence k[S] has a series of ideals
k0[S] = k0[S1] ⊃ k0[S2] ⊃ · · · ⊃ k0[Sn] ⊃ {0}.
If Sn is completely 0-simple, then its maximal subgroup G and its sandwich ma-
trix P satisfy the listed conditions. Since G is finite, we obtain from Corollary 2.2 that
∆p(G) = Gp and that
B(k[G])= ω(G,Gp).
Also recall that [18, Corollary 5.15]
B(k0[Sn]
)= {X ∈ k0[Sn]
∣∣ P ◦X ◦ P has entries in B(k[G])}.
Now, for any two non-zero idempotents f = (p−1lh )hl, h = (p−1qs )sq ∈ Sn we have, for any
i, j , the (i, j)-entry of the matrix P ◦ (f − h) ◦P is equal to
pihp
−1
lh plj − pisp−1qs pqj ∈ ω(G,Gp).
It follows that f − h ∈ B(k0[Sn]) ⊆ B(k0[S]). Consequently, the natural image k0[Sn] of
k0[Sn] in
R = k0[S]/B
(
k0[Sn]
)
is an homomorphic image of the group algebra k[G]. As B(k[G]) is mapped onto
B(k0[Sn]) = {0}, we get that k0[Sn] actually is an homomorphic image of the commu-
tative group algebra k[G]/ω(G,G′) ∼= k[G/G′]. Hence it contains a unity e, which is a
central idempotent in R. So
R = Re ⊕R(1 − e),
where Re = k0[Sn] and R(1 − e) ∼= k0[S/Sn].
If Sn is a power nilpotent semigroup, then clearly k0[Sn] ⊆ B(k0[S]) and we have that
k0[S]/k0[Sn] ∼= k0[S/Sn].
By induction, we get that k0[S]/B(k0[S]) is a finite direct sum of abelian algebras (that
are homomorphic images of the group algebras of maximal subgroups of S). Since k0[S]
is finite-dimensional, its prime radical is nilpotent and hence it follows that k0[S] is a GI-
ring. 
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